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Overview!
Regardless of my intentions when visiting Zuni, I invariably purchase fetishes.  I am 
either making social calls or buying jewelry when carvers see my car and hail me down. 
The word gets out.  And so just last week, while in Zuni to buy jewelry, I found some 
irresistible fetishes.  Here are some of them.!

“‘Parliament’ is in session”   4” x 4” $1200

RUBEN NAJERA

Although some Native American groups eschew owls, as 
representing death, it is just the opposite for Zunis.  Owls appear 
in Zuni pottery, kachinas, inlaid jewelry, and fetish carvings.  The 
notion of an ‘owl tree’ carving belongs to Ruben Najera.  His early 
such carvings showed owl heads protruding from a tree trunk, with 
perhaps one owl perching on a limb.  Over the years, Ruben’s 
vision has expanded to include more owls, rather than just heads 
- some landing, some preening, some watching with fully turned 
heads, sometimes guarding a nest.

!
This latest vision, is a ‘snag’ of branches, rather than a ‘tree trunk’.  Perhaps it 
should be called an ‘owl diorama’.  There are ten owls in all.  As always, Ruben 
uses deer antler.  For the most part, it is a single piece.  But the landing owls are 
carefully pinned with wire (and glue) to the ‘snag’.   Grace and beauty are the 
hallmark of Ruben’s owl creations.  Ruben also carves ‘eagle trees’, perching and 
alighting, not burrowing. 
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Ronnie Lunasee ricolite wolves 3” 
$60

This large standing chubby bear can be as tall as 
8” (can’t find much larger pieces of jet).  The work is 
exhausting - tedious grinding, hand-sanding and 
buffing - lots of coal-like dust gets everywhere.  It takes 
3 days to complete.

Reynold Lunasee Mohave TQ turtles !
1 ⅜" - 2”  $40/48/48

Jet Chubby Bear 7 ½” $750

Crazy Horse marble medicine 
bear  2” x 2 ½” $100

PRUDENCIA QUAM & VERNON LUNASEE

One of their iconic fetishes over the past 20+ 
years.  Made from Pennsylvania jet, (Two matching 
pairs of these behemoths were purchased by 
Ralph Lauren Company about 15 years ago for a 
show room display).

VL has two brothers, Reynold and Ronnie, (and a sister or two) whom he taught to 
carve.  They have very different styling, but their work is characterized by fine 
craftsmanship and smooth lines. 

Picasso Marble & Dolomite Chubby 
Bears 2 ¼” - 2 ½” $56/64/72
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Owl with necklace (RMW )  
various pieces available

Deer antler  base 2 ¼” x 3”; birds 4” tall $650 

Knife Wing (RMW) 
deer antler 13”   $950

Signing as RMW, Robert is fairly new to carving.  He is the son of deceased 
carver Anderson Weahkee and nephew of Lena Boone, his mentor.  His fertile 
imagination and ability to execute beautiful carvings are his hallmarks.

ROBERT MICHAEL WEAHKEE

This hummer scene is 
pure inspiration and 
brilliant execution. 
Balanced in layout, sleek 
and elegant in design.  
The open flower shows 
pollen.  Robert  recalls 
watching hummers at a 
feeder and he  then 
extrapolated to a natural 
setting.

 Although the piece appears to be fragile-
looking, the hummers are not glued in (They 
can be rearranged in 6 ways!)  Then removed 
for shipping and glued in place once the carving 
reaches its final destination.  Clever thinking.!
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Lobster deer antler 4” $100 Eagles and Ram 8” $300

LEFT: Elton Kamassee  
deer antler 4” - 2 ½” $360

RIGHT:   Pernell Laate 
deer antler 3” & 1 ½"  
$475

MAXX LAATE
First it was spiders, then crabs, now lobsters.  
Maxx can execute just about any creature one 
can think of as well as some mystical ones.

The Laate clan are known for their deeply-detailed 
antler carvings, and no image displays their skill 
better than their moose carvings.  Mentor Pernell 
and his nephew-student Elton Kamassee made 
these, separated by many years, but with similar 
outcome. Crabs 2” $60
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Jet Bear 7” $600

Jet Cat  8 ½” $360

Stabilized Kingman nugget  3 ½” x 
2” $600 (@2008)

Bird Tree  2” x 3”   $2100 (@2007)

HERBERT HALATE

PETE & DINAH GASPER

When jet was plentiful and reasonably-priced Herb made sleek 
large cats and low-slung bears.  These were made in 2010.

Remember when turquoise was still affordable 
(over 10 years ago)?  Large pieces were 
occasionally carved into spectacular fetishes.  The 
base of this bird tree is a #8 Mine turquoise 
nugget, the huge branch coral, from the Gasper’s 
collection of materials.  The silver work was 
commissioned by a trader to Kevin Grey Boots. 

 Birds of natural Kingman.  Note the 
artists’ silver stamp
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Three decades of direct buying on 
western reservations and selling 
directly to galleries, museums, 
specialty shops and collectors 
…..And Now to the general public.!
!
A commitment to fairness, quality 
and integrity - a vital link between 
Native American artists and the 
public.

Emery Boone pipestone horse  
2 ½” x 3”   $ 80

Marvelita Phillips antler bird 
building nest (string included) 
2 ½” x 2”   $80

BestofZuni.com!
   Dr. Harold Finkelstein!
   Amy Finkelstein Snider

Dominating both the landscape and conscientious 
of all in its purview, Dowa Yalanne towers above the 
Zuni Pueblo. This natural redoubt provided a safe 
haven in the 16th century where Zunis fled to 
escape marauding Spanish conquistadors.


